Central Kansas Gun Club
June 2020 News letter

Just a forewarning. I am pinch hitting for Jerry. Jerry’s wife Ruth is facing some tough times. Without
going into detail I am sure Jerry and Ruth covet your thoughts, prayers and well wishes.

It’s been since March that we have had a regular meeting. This covid 19 stuff has played havoc with
everyone I’m sure. Rest assured that the executive board was still working behind the scenes making
sure everything was still running and in good order. Many phone calls between the board members
made sure of that.

Membership renewal season has completed and we have about 44K in the bank. We will be looking at
projects and routine upkeep in the next couple months.

With that out of the way our first meeting post covid 19 was short and sweet. The following items of
new business were discussed:

We discussed the need for committee chairmen to attend the board meeting in the month that there is
a scheduled match. Dennis will discuss this with the chairmen at matches as they occur and will bring
information back to the full board.
The shotgun program has seen a bit of an uptick in participation with increased calls for 5 stand.
Currently the 5 stand program takes several hours to set up and it is quite involved. Travis presented a
proposal that we purchase a wireless system for 5 stand. The cost presented was $1559.34. It was
agreed that was a good investment in the program and permission was given to purchase the unit. He
also mention that we need to buy more rock, which was authorized.
The only other item of new business was the pistol berms. It was noted that they are all in need of some
attention since they seem to be shrinking. Dennis will get with a contractor and see what it would cost.

I won’t go into details about the committee chairmen’s reports except to say that things are slowly and
safely returning to normal.
The only other bit of business the executive board addressed was a safety incident that occurred on 531, on the skeet range. Without going into too many details, it was determined that there were two
separate safety violations that occurred within a short time frame. The first a gun was discharged while
someone was down range. The second, a gun was discharged in the direction of 2 occupied vehicles.

As a gentle reminder….everyone is responsible for acting in a safe sane way while on club property. We
must insure that we police ourselves and that we keep everyone safe. In the incident above the
executive board conducted an official inquiry. After all parties were heard the decision was made to
banish the offending party permanently. Let this be a lesson to all. SAFETY IS THAT IMPORTANT!

To quote a famous American….shoot straight, shoot often and keep em in the 10 ring.

